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ABSTRACT: This study aims: 1) to Know whether the Customer Perceived Value affect Customer Relationship Management 2) to Know whether the Customer Relationship Management affect Loyalty and 3) to Know whether the Customer Perceived Value affect Loyalty mediated by CRM. This research is a quantitative approach, associative type. In this study, the population studied were 120 customers who were already members of Abbott Family Club loyalty as well who contacted via customer service on Pediasure Vanilla 850gr dairy products. And with samples that can describe population, then in determining the sample of this study using the technique non probability sampling with method Convenience Sampling.
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I. INTRODUCTION

The increasing consumption of dairy products and other livestock products brings important nutritional benefits to a large segment of the population of developing countries, although millions of people in developing countries still cannot afford better quality food because of higher costs. (Muehlhoff et al. 2013). Nutritional needs during infancy require more nutrition because toddlers (1-5 years) are a golden period. (Entie et al, 2017).

Pusat Data dan Sistem Informasi Pertanian Sekretariat Jenderal – Kementerian Pertanian (2017) In Indonesia, raw material for milk powder is more than imported liquid milk. Badan Statistik Indonesia (2017) average consumption milk powder based on area in Indonesia in 2017 increase based on population in Indonesia in consumption milk. This condition makes milk producer always have to reach as many customers as possible to expand market share and get consumers who are loyal to their products.

Abbott Indonesia is the main producer that distributes and increases sales of formula milk including Pediasure, Gain Plus Advance, Gain School Advance, Isomil Plus Advance, and Ensure through customer service and through the marketplace in Indonesia. Another main focus to increase selling milk formula is giving knowledge for every consumers who buy milk formula as member loyalty Abbott Family Club. Abbott Family Club is club for customer who been faithful using milk formula produced by Abbott. Standardization implementation system Customer Relationship Management on Abbott is giving service on email, website, customer service and data warehouse made to adjusting by customer needs for the purpose have a detail information from customers. Implementation Customer Relationship Management including from member registration loyalty. Abbott have primary product on top selling with name Pediasure. In Indonesia, Pediasure Vanilla 850gr mostly liked at market. Many competitor have expanding market to Indonesia for selling formula milk and then Abbott must have a strategy to grow up sales of Pediasure.

Abbott have a strategy to expanding sales a product of Pediasure at customer service and ecommerce. With data collected by Abbott showing sales on customer service was highest sales within customer service and ecommerce. Top sales with not as member loyalty Abbott Family Club dominating through customer service. Customer service must have a strategy to reach top sales with member loyalty Abbott Family Club.

As sales progress, customer service receive information based on complaint delivered by customer when customer calling customer service. With complaint information from customers makes customer perceived value with customer relationship management must to evaluate full because if this problem not resolved, customer not to be loyalty and makes customer move to competitors. With complaint collected with customer service, customer service must to know about customer perceived value when customer call to ask about anything product of Pediasure. Because customer already giving time and costs to contact customer service.
Based on the above background, the aim of this paper is to investigate impact customer perceived value on their intention to remain loyal as member loyalty Abbott Family Club, as mediated by customer relationship management.

II. LITERATURE REVIEW

2.1 Customer Perceived Value and Loyalty

Kotler (2016) Customer Perceived Value is also called the value perceived by the customer is the difference between prospective customers for all benefits and costs of perceived and alternative offers. According to The perceived value of customers is usually regarded as an exchange between two parties, one party gets a profit from the purchase and the other party receives benefits by consuming the product or service (Javeed et al. 2017). Naami et al. (2017) The perceived value is defined as an evaluation of the customer from the costs paid to obtain certain goods and services and benefits found from certain goods or services. Jamrozy et al. (2016) Companies involved in creating value when they design and promote their products to prospective customers. The customer will evaluate the perceived value of the company's offerings and competitors in making the decision to consume. Lin et al. (2013) The perceived value has a strong impact beyond the satisfaction of new customers who switch from competitors because customers have accumulated shopping experience and value awareness. Customer perception will form a loyalty in the presence of other important factors that are considered important by customers, namely things that feel positive and a comfortable experience (Keshavarz et al. 2017)

Hypothesis 1: Customer Perceived Value are positively associated Customer Loyalty.

2.2 CRM and Loyalty

Darvish et al. (2012) in their study defined CRM as a customer-centered managerial strategy that aspires to build long-term relationships with its customers to benefit by using the knowledge of all customers.

The benefit of CRM is that it enables organizations not only to retain customers, but also allows more effective marketing, creates opportunities for cross-selling and opens possibilities in introducing new brands and products quickly (Naveen et al., 2014). Solimun et al. (2017) Loyalty has an important role in the company because maintaining customers will have an impact on the survival of the company by attracting and retaining customers. Various efforts can be made to achieve also retain customers through strategic stages and policies. Starting from the attention in meeting customer needs such as improving the process and quality of ongoing services to attract new customers and not only sell or provide good quality services as a process of achieving loyalty strategies (Santos et al. 2016).

Hypothesis 2: CRM are positively associated Customer Loyalty.

2.3 CRM mediates the relationship of Customer Perceived Value and Customer Loyalty.

El-Manstrly (2016) found that relationships within groups of customers will be stronger between what is perceived and customer loyalty by demonstrating competence and better understanding of customers and companies must remain focused on offering competitive and efficient prices with good quality services. Customer perceptions will form loyalty with important factors that are considered important by the customer are positive factors and comfortable experience (Keshavarz et al. 2017). According to Lin et al. (2013) Because the value received and satisfaction are different things as substantial formation
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Figure 1. Research model
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organized and makes them feel satisfied and loyal. In research using a CRM system, Palacios-Marques et al. (2016) explain loyal customer behavior will show positive behavior and behavior towards service and will build confidence in customers.

Hypothesis 3: Customer Perceived Value are positively associated Customer Loyalty with mediated relationship of Customer Relationship Management

III. RESEARCH METHODOLOGY

In preparing our research methods, one of the first question that we addressed was how best to capture the necessary survey data. The sampling technique in this study uses a type of non-probability sampling, namely the Convenience Sampling method. This is based on the criteria determined by the researcher (Ferdinand, 2014). In this study 120 samples were taken to 120 respondents and determined the criteria that the sample should be a customer who purchases Pediasure Vanilla 850gr milk products through customer service. Data obtained from the first source of either individuals or individuals, such as the results of interviews conducted by asking the customer's willingness when contacting customer service to be a respondent, if the customer agrees to be a respondent, the researcher will provide questionnaire questions to customers by contacting customers after making a purchase Milk Pediasure Vanilla 850gr. The survey questionnaire design is derived from multiple-item measurement scales. The measuring scale of items was Likert Scale analyses in a Five Point Scale where number 1 stands for strongly disagree (Completely Disagree) and number 5 stands for strongly agree (Completely Agree) and number 3 stands for no opinion or not important (Natural Opinion).

IV. RESULTS

This study used structural equation modeling (SEM) with Lisrel 8.80 to test the relationship among the three elements in the proposed model. The measurement model was made up of five correlated theoretical constructs, including Customer Perceived Value (four items), CRM (eight items) and Loyalty (four items). We tested these variables to determine how this structural model fit the data. First, to test a measurement model, we conducted a confirmatory factor analysis (CFA) of a five-factor model applying a maximum likelihood (ML) method. This analysis was conducted by testing the reliability of each measurement model that identifies the capabilities of each indicator in explaining the latent variable. Construct is deemed reliable when the value of Construct Reliability (CR) is smaller than 0.7 or Construct Validity (CV) is smaller than 0.5.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Table 1 :Descriptive information for items</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Dimension</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>F1: Customer Perceived Value</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Benefits Obtained</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sacrifice Given</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>F2: CRM</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Customer Orientation</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Managing Knowledge</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
We estimated the structural analysis using the ML method, the results of which are shown in Table II. Overall, in the proposed model, the goodness-of-fit statistics revealed that the model reasonably fit the data ($\chi^2 = 192.91$, df = 101, $p < 0.001$, $\chi^2$/df = 1.91, CFI = 0.96, TLI = 0.96, RMSEA = 0.087; Figure 2).

First, in terms of the H1, the association between Customer Perceived Value and Loyalty was supported by the path coefficient of 0.40 ($t = 4.02$, $p < 0.001$), indicating that Customer Perceived Value had a significant impact on Loyalty. Second, for the H2, the association between the CRM and Loyalty was also supported by the estimate of 0.28 ($t = 2.69$, $p < 0.001$). This result showed that CRM was a significant antecedent of Loyalty. Finally, H3 was supported by a path coefficient of 0.11 ($t = 9.68$, $p < 0.001$), indicating that Customer Perceived Value mediated by CRM was a significant predictor of Loyalty.

### Table 2: Structural parameter estimates

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>No</th>
<th>Hypothesis path</th>
<th>Standardized path coefficients (T-Value)</th>
<th>Result</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>H1</td>
<td>Perceived Value $\rightarrow$ Loyalty</td>
<td>0.40 (4.02)</td>
<td>Supported</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>H2</td>
<td>CRM $\rightarrow$ Loyalty</td>
<td>0.28 (2.69)</td>
<td>Supported</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>H3</td>
<td>Perceived Value $\rightarrow$ (mediated by CRM) Loyalty</td>
<td>0.11 (9.68)</td>
<td>Supported</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Notes: $\chi^2 = 192.91$, df = 101, $p < 0.001$, $\chi^2$/df = 1.91, CFI = 0.96, TLI = 0.96, RMSEA = 0.087; ***p < 0.001
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V. CONCLUSION

In this study, we examined the association among Customer Perceived Value, CRM, and Loyalty in the context of member loyalty Abbott Family Club. We also analyzed the moderating role of the level of involvement of member loyalty Abbott Family Club between Customer Perceived Value and CRM and Loyalty. Overall, this research showed that Customer Perceived Value significantly influenced Loyalty. On the other hand, Customer Perceived Value have significant impact on Loyalty, while Customer Perceived Value influenced CRM. These results indicated that member loyalty Abbott Family Club doing by customers to obtain Pediasure Vanilla 850gr through customer service get a positive customer experience regarding information about a product. Another thing that needs to be improved is the benefit dimension obtained with the dimensions of behavioral loyalty. This means that if you want to increase the purchase of Pediasure Vanilla 850gr, you have to increase the benefits obtained if you make purchases through customer service so that customers get experience that will always be remembered after purchasing product. Keshavarz et al. (2018) there is a significant influence between customer perceived value and loyalty, El-Manstrly (2016) also found that the perceived value of customers had a positive and significant effect. Hänninen (2017) also found a significant influence between the value perceived by customers and loyalty.

In addition, Customer Perceived Value had an indirect impact on Loyalty through CRM. The result also indicated that the level of involvement moderated the association between Customer Perceived Value and CRM. Hence, it can be concluded that understanding of customers is an important factor in shaping positive experiences in every sale of Pediasure Vanilla 850gr through customer service. Another thing that needs to be improved is the dimension of combining CRM-based technology with behavioral loyalty dimensions. That is, the company is required to always innovate in terms of technology, especially in terms of the sales process of Pediasure Vanilla 850gr in order to enhance a positive experience for customers. Bahri-Ammari et al. (2016) there is a significant influence between CRM and loyalty. The next study conducted by Khedkar (2015) also found CRM to have a positive and significant effect on loyalty.

This study indicates that if the Customer Perceived Value and happy, and assuming that the Pediasure Vanilla 850gr and services received by the customer is measurable and offer competitive value, the customer will then remain loyal to purchase Pediasure Vanilla 850gr through customer service for the long term. In conclusion it is important for Abbott to focus on the development of customer loyalty programs because strong loyalty will lead to profitability and competitive advantage in CRM system. This will enable them to sustain their business in the present competitive environment.
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